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Summary of Findings 
 CoStar Group Inc.’s (CSGP) Apartments.com will continue to 

dominate the internet listing services (ILS) market for the balance 
of 2017, according to all seven sources. This finding is consistent 
with Blueshift Research’s Nov. 22, 2016 report, in which 
Apartments.com was cited as a top-performing ILS and an 
important part of top-tier apartment complexes’ multifaceted 
marketing plans. 

 Apartments.com will remain in a leadership position this year 
through its strong name recognition, aggressive advertising and 
marketing program, and healthy consumer traffic generation, lead 
production and lease conversion performance. 

 However, beginning in 2018 and progressing in the following three 
to five years, Apartments.com and the entire ILS market will face 
significant challenges, according to five sources. Market conditions 
are shifting, including searching for apartments with “near me” 
methods, managers’ requirements for higher lead-to-lease 
conversion rates and the significantly lower cost of leads generated 
by non-ILS and social media sites. These trends are expected to 
result in increased spending on Alphabet Inc.’s (GOOG/GOOGL) 
Google AdWords, Facebook Inc. (FB) and its Instagram subsidiary. 

 The most significant threat to Apartments.com comes from Zillow 
Group Inc. (Z), which was discussed by six of the seven sources. 
Sources cited Zillow as having a well-known brand, being less 
costly than Apartments.com, and having an excellent ROI and an 
aggressive advertising program. One source said Zillow’s pricing is 
trending up and that the company has a significant runway to 
continue with price hikes without losing customers. 
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Research Question: 

Can CoStar’s Apartments.com maintain its dominance in the ILS market despite fierce 
competition and a low barrier to entry? 

Silo Summaries 
1) Property Owners and Managers 
These four multifamily marketing executives think 
Apartments.com will maintain its market dominance 
through 2017, but two of the four see challenges for 
the ILS industry and Apartments.com beyond that. 
Spending with Apartments.com has increased for one 
source and has been flat for two others, one of whom 
said a decline was possible in 2018 if the site does not 
improve its performance. The fourth source’s company 
has reduced its use of ILSs in favor of Facebook and 
Google AdWords, and he does not expect to spend 
anything with Apartments.com next year. He added that 
the ILS attribution model is becoming antiquated. Three 
sources discussed Apartments.com’s strong brand 
recognition and significant advertising effort. Two 
specifically mentioned the big jump in leads following 
the 2016 Super Bowl ad spot. All four sources noted 
significant competition for Apartments.com from Zillow.  
2) Apartments.com Competitors 
In the near term, Apartments.com likely will continue to 
leverage its position as the largest and most recognized 
ILS site and to use marketing and ad resources to 
convince multifamily operators that it offers the best 
overall package. The ILS space is ripe for another round 
of disruption, and Apartments.com and others that 
were once innovators and visionaries are becoming 
more vulnerable. The primary threat comes from those 
focused on improving the user experience and who 
recognize that apartment listing sites are struggling to 
generate the kind of regular traffic and user loyalty that 
makes them a destination. 
3) Industry Specialists 
These two multifamily housing industry specialists—an 
advertising executive and a consultant—expect the ILS 
industry and Apartments.com to experience steady 
revenue throughout 2017 and for the market to see no 
significant changes in the short term. However, in the 
next three to five years, the industry will slowly shift 
away from depending heavily on ILSs and toward more 
use of Google AdWords, Facebook and Instagram. The 
source representing multifamily advertising said these 
sites are experiencing 50% to 60% spending growth at 
his agency year to year as apartment owners and 
managers adjust their ad budgets. For now, lead quality 
and quantity still favor the ILS sites. The consultant 
source highlighted Zillow’s strong name recognition, 
impressive growth in lead generation and its lower cost 
per lead. He said it will have a runway for rate hikes in 
the next several years.  
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Background 
Sources for Blueshift Research’s Nov. 22, 2016, report said Apartments.com was a top-performing ILS and an important part 
of a multifaceted marketing plan. CoStar’s overhaul of the site produced a strong, market-leading product offering superior 
apartment search features and a robust presentation of content. The site was considered equal to or better than RentPath 
LLC and Zillow in online traffic, leads and lease conversion rates. Apartments.com spending was expected to increase in the 
fourth quarter and into 2017 for four of five sources listed in the top-50 apartment management companies. 
 
CoStar had a very strong second quarter that beat Wall Street expectations. Company revenue was up 15%, backed by 24% 
growth from Apartments.com and robust sales bookings. The solid quarter prompted management to increase full-year 
guidance. CoStar also stated that is new Global Research Center in Richmond, VA, had grown to more than 600 professionals. 
 
According to Hitwise, the Apartments.com network was No. 1 in visits in 96% of the top 210 U.S. local markets in June when 
compared with RentPath’s Apartment Guide and Rent.com as well as Dominion Enterprises’ ForRent.com. This includes being 
No. 1 in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, Houston, San Francisco and Washington, D.C. According to ComScore, 
Apartments.com has been No. 1 in visits for 28 months and No. 1 in unique visitors for two years. In the second quarter of 
this year, visits and unique visitor traffic reached all-time high for the site. 
 
For the fourth straight year, CoStar has been named to Forbes’ World’s Most Innovative Growth Companies list. It also was 
honored by Forbes as No. 16 on the Fast Tech 25 list, which recognizes technology companies with the highest three-year 
sales averages. CoStar has averaged 29% sales growth in that period. Despite the awards, a July 28 opinion contributor for 
Forbes suggested that CoStar was overvalued with slowing organic growth and an acquisition strategy that was creating 
margin volatility. The article questioned future growth for CoStar because of market saturation, noting concerns about long-
term opportunities for apartment listing services because of the industry’s low barrier to entry. 
 
Current Research 
Blueshift Research assessed whether Apartments.com could maintain its ILS market dominance despite fierce competition 
and a low barrier to entry. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish four independent silos, comprising seven 
primary sources and three secondary sources focused on the ILS industry and the technology explosion in the apartment 
rental process. Interviews were conducted August 14–25. 

1) Property owners and managers (4) 
2) Apartments.com competitors (1) 
3) Industry specialists (2) 
4) Secondary sources (3) 

 
 

Next Steps 
Blueshift Research will research the shifting ILS market conditions and determine if Apartments.com can adjust to the “near 
me” search trends, demand for better lead-to-lease conversion rates and the lower cost structure of non-ILS online marketing. 
 
 

Silos 
 
1) Property Owners and Managers 
These four multifamily marketing executives think Apartments.com will maintain its market dominance through 2017, but two 
of the four see challenges for the ILS industry and Apartments.com beyond that. Spending with Apartments.com has 
increased for one source and has been flat for two others, one of whom said a decline was possible in 2018 if the site does 
not improve its performance. The fourth source’s company has reduced its use of ILSs in favor of Facebook and Google 
AdWords, and he does not expect to spend anything with Apartments.com next year. He added that the ILS attribution model 

http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/111608CSGPsApartmentscomContinuesLeadingRoleintheTopTierRentalMarket.pdf
https://www.rentpath.com/
https://www.rentpath.com/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/edited-transcript-csgp-earnings-conference-230045985.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/edited-transcript-csgp-earnings-conference-230045985.html
https://www.apartmentguide.com/
http://www.rent.com/
https://www.forrent.com/
https://www.bizjournals.com/prnewswire/press_releases/2017/06/28/CL28127
https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2017/07/28/costar-group-a-misunderstood-and-overvalued-growth-stock/2/#4b48cbf8422b
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is becoming antiquated. Three sources discussed Apartments.com’s strong brand recognition and significant advertising 
effort. Two specifically mentioned the big jump in leads following the 2016 Super Bowl ad spot. All four sources noted 
significant competition for Apartments.com from Zillow. Also mentioned were ForRent, RentPath, Apartment Guide, Apartment 
List and Zumper. Two sources use Google AdWords and Facebook. 
 
 
Key Silo Findings 
Apartments.com’s Prospects for 2017 and 2018 

- All 4 said Apartments.com will maintain its dominance in 2017. 
- 2 said Apartments.com will be challenged in 2018. 
- 1 plans to increase Apartments.com spending in 2018. 
- 1 said Apartments.com spending will be flat. 
- 1 said 2018 spending could decline unless Apartments.com performance improves. 
- 1 does not spend with Apartments.com and does not expect that to change next year. 

Apartments.com’s Lead Flow 
- 3 said Apartments.com’s significant ad spending creates strong brand recognition. 

o 2 specifically cited 2016 Super Bowl ad for driving a significant site traffic increase. 
 1 noted an 83% spike in site traffic the week following the airing of the ad. 

- 1 said Apartments.com has the highest conversion rate, but it is only 2% and the source needs 4% to 6%. 
- 1 said Apartments.com and Zillow have the highest ROI. 

Apartment Rental Website Market 
- All 4 discussed Zillow as a significant ILS. 
- RentPath, ForRent, Apartment, ApartmentList, Zumper and RealPage Inc.’s (RP) Axiometrics were also discussed. 
- 2 mentioned using Google AdWords with strong results. Facebook was also discussed. 
- 1 said Compass is an emerging company to watch. 

 
 

1) Regional marketing director for a NMHC Top 50 developer with 150,000-plus residential units 

Marketing dollars going to Apartments.com will stay about the same during the third and fourth quarters and into next 
year. The source noted no drop-off in allocations to the top ILS sites as a whole, but did report seasonal variations that 
relate to when organic traffic rise and fall. This marketing director saw a big bump in traffic from Apartments.com after 
the brand’s Super Bowl ad in 2016. The site does particularly well in downtown residential properties, as does Zillow. 
RentPath and ForRent tend to perform better in suburban markets. Zillow is doing a lot of advertising in metro areas. 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for 2017 and 2018 
 “I would say we’re pretty aligned [this year] with what we spent last year [on Apartments.com]. It’s hard to say exactly 

because we’re doing the budgeting right now. And it shifts as we have more properties that are becoming stabilized.” 
 “The dollars are always going to be allocated to an ILS in general. I haven’t seen any real shifts from that, other than 

the seasonal shifts I already mentioned.” 
 “If a property is stabilized, we’re obviously not going to be having huge spends in the ILS category. But if they’re 

lease-ups, we’re obviously going to be very ILS-heavy.” 
 “Lately we’ve been seeing [our heavy ILS spending] at the tail end of the first quarter, all the way into early second 

quarter. And then mid–second quarter we start tapering it off. Third quarter is obviously going to be a lot lower, and 
then the end of the third quarter it’s picking back up.” 

 “September, we’ve actually seen some drop in organic traffic, so we added to the ILSs more.” 
 “[ILS preference] really varies. We use all the staples. I’m a very data-heavy person, so I prefer whatever ILS is 

bringing us the most traffic in that area.” 
Apartments.com’s Lead Flow 
 “We saw a really big bump with Apartments.com when they did the big Super Bowl ad [in 2016]. They invested a lot 

of money into their own organic marketing and SEO and those campaigns, which in turn helped boost us up.” 
 “In our downtown corridor, Apartments.com and Zillow are pretty prime. But then we also have some corporate 

housing partners … that have been bringing in incredible amounts of traffic that are really ILS-focused. [Those 

http://adage.com/videos/apartmentscom-moving-day/681
https://www.apartmentlist.com/
https://www.apartmentlist.com/
https://www.zumper.com/
https://www.axiometrics.com/
https://www.compass.com/
http://www.nmhc.org/The-NMHC-50/
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corporate partners] provide people with direct resources to our apartments, so we advertise within their private 
networks to get direct contact with those types of people.” 

 “If we start going a bit more into suburban, we see RentPath and ForRent working a bit stronger. I wouldn’t be able to 
pick my all-time favorite one [out of the top ILS sites].” 

 “Zillow is doing a lot of advertising in the metro areas. But outside of that, I haven’t seen a whole lot of shift.” 
Apartment Rental Website Market 
 “My markets have been pretty consistent [in terms of how I’m allocating marketing dollars to the various channels]. I 

oversee almost 200 properties. … In terms of unit count, some are as low as 50 to 80 units. The average is 200 
units. And on the higher end we have some that are 500 units.” 

 “Each region is particular in its own right. It’s not strictly Apartments.com, it’s not strictly Zillow, it’s not strictly 
RentPath. And seasonality is when we really start to see a push in how we’re spending our dollars. The main focus 
I’ve had is making sure that we’re budgeting in the right buckets each 
month.” 

 “During the winter months we have a bit more money for ILSs, and in 
summer we’re actually scaling that back, and putting more money into 
resident events—resident retention and community engagement. That’s 
where we’re seeing that shift in terms of marketing, on a seasonality 
basis.” 

 “We have an influx of traffic that just comes in in the summer, so it doesn’t 
make a lot of sense for us to be investing huge dollar amounts in ILSs. At 
the same time, we have some properties that either are struggling or lease-
up, and we want to make sure that we’re maintaining that presence overall 
[by spending with the top ILS sites, including Apartments.com].” 

 “In some property cases that [resident retention/community engagement] 
might be the sponsorship of a local event like a downtown food truck 
[competitive event]. We’re sponsoring a table at a tent there, where the 
property team can go and talk about their apartment community, offer 
some swag and get the name out there. Another example would be one of our properties there’s a giant block party 
that we’re starting up, and we actually bring vendors in to be a part of our property to provide food, drink, 
entertainment and connect with the residents in the community or those coming through.” 

 “But as a whole, it’s pretty consistent in terms of how we’re spending the marketing dollars overall.” 
 
 

2) Chief marketing officer for an East Coast–focused NMHC Top 50 apartment property manager 

With its reach and recognition, Apartments.com mostly remains an essential component of corporate lead-generation 
activities. It is especially important to tap for new property lease-ups. Still, Apartments.com is being scrutinized more 
closely because it falls short of the conversion rate needed to justify a lead-generation expense, an especially critical 
concern in some markets. The company’s challenges will only grow in a fast-evolving apartment search market, but it has 
the stature and resources to continue to be a major force. It must commit to making changes that will improve its value 
to renters and, in turn, property managers. 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for 2017 and 2018 
 “Our advertising with them won’t change this year, but I think in 2018 it will decrease unless some changes are 

made. I’d do more if they could get the conversion rate to level up to our average. But we’re not seeing that.” 
 “We’ll continue to use Apartments.com for lease-ups where we have to get every piece of traffic we can. We’re doing 

those as a third-party operator managing apartments for clients, and we have a total of 40 new properties that just 
opened with 200 units apiece. When you all of a sudden have a lot of apartments to lease, you have to spend to get 
every piece of traffic you can.” 

 “Our use of them has been steady, but we’re on the verge of decreasing that and they know it.” 
 “We’ve approached them about changing their pricing model to vary according to region. New York City, for example, 

is one area where we’re paying a high fee to them but not getting the results we need. If they don’t give it to us we 
won’t use them, we won’t advertise with them in those markets.” 

We saw a really big bump with 
Apartments.com when they did 
the big Super Bowl ad [in 
2016]. They invested a lot of 
money into their own organic 
marketing and SEO and those 
campaigns, which in turn 
helped boost us up. 

Regional marketing director 
NMHC Top 50 developer 
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 “If that happens, I don’t think we’d redeploy to another ILS. We’d do more social media ads, retargeting and maybe 
geotargeting and maybe make our own property websites more engaging, spend money to make sure there’s great 
imagery and information on the sites.” 

 “We’ll continue using Zillow, Apartments.com and Apartment Guide’s email blasts. We use Apartment List some, but 
they’re not that good. ForRent is not cutting it.” 

 “They should focus on their technology and on researchers. Increasing their sales force doesn’t matter. They should 
be looking at the customer and user experience on their site and always be revamping their product to make it 
better. That should be the focus. If they become so good in that space, they don’t need salespeople.” 

 “Zillow has an amazing researcher who came from Expedia and Amazon. They’re differentiating their product based 
on looking closely at the customer journey. I’m blown away by the research changes they’re making and what the 
future of their product could be. I don’t see that coming out of Apartments.com. I don’t hear them talking about the 
customer, the apartment hunter.” 

Apartments.com’s Lead Flow 
 “Apartments.com is the highest converting ILS we use. But none are performing to the level we target and need of 

between 4 and 6%. They’re at around 2%. But it’s in the top 10 overall for 
all sources of leases.” 

 “The ROI for them is not as high as some other places we could put our ad 
dollars in. But it’s the best when it comes to other ILSs.” 

 “Zillow is really high-converting. We were on a pay-per-lead arrangement 
with them, and it was cost-effective in terms of many highly qualified leads. 
But they changed their model, and it’s not pay-per-lead anymore.” 

 “We were using Axiometrics research and decided two years ago to go to 
CoStar and away from them. But we signed back up with Axio. We can’t 
give up either one. Both have a piece of the puzzle, so our researcher uses 
both databases together.” 

 “Research is a great place for them to continue to focus.” 
Apartment Rental Website Market 
 “Apartments.com is one of the main ones we use, and it’s on the majority 

of assets where we need to generate a lot of leads. Of 230 communities, 
about 200 use them, but not exclusively. It depends on the asset and what 
we need to do to get traffic.” 

 “They could be more flexible in pricing by region. They should be more flexible if they recognize that a region is not 
performing. They know which ones are working or not.” 

 “They should maybe think about other product extensions, maybe social media email lists. And maybe allowing 
corporate ads. I can do individual properties but not our corporation.” 

 “Most of what we do with Apartments.com is their high-level packages, because we’re in it with them to get results. 
Many of our properties are high-end, and we have to find ways to get people to see us. So we usually sign up for their 
higher-level enhanced packages that feature our properties.” 

 “I admire Apartments.com for their leadership and goal of being that complete marketplace for people looking for 
apartments. They’re really a tech company, and that’s needed in this space.” 

 “I like that they’re marketing themselves even though some in our industry think it’s a waste of money. It’s great that 
they’re looking to drive attention to our industry in what’s becoming more of renter’s world.” 

 “Neither Apartments.com nor Zillow will go away for a long time. They’ll both be left standing.” 
 “They’re not in Apartments.com’s space now, but a company I’m interested in watching is Compass. [It was] started 

by two young men to try to disrupt the way we sell and lease. Their focus is on the for-sale space, but there’s an 
interest in focusing on the apartments space. Their trajectory has been amazing, and I’m keeping my eyes on them.” 

 “We been using Google AdWords for a while, and it’s why the ILS companies are not quite as effective as they used 
to be. It’s more localized and personalized and easier for us to get a PPC [pay-per-click] ad and at the top of a Google 
search. It’s expensive and it can be one of the top sources of leads, but they’re not the highest converting.” 

 “There is brand recognition for Zillow and Apartments.com, and they can continue to elevate that.” 
 “I don’t necessarily think the ILS industry is too fragmented. That’s not the problem. It’s that a lot aren’t known to 

even exist. People Google. Google rules.” 
 
 

Our advertising with them won’t 
change this year, but I think in 
2018 it will decrease unless 
some changes are made. I’d do 
more if they could get the 
conversion rate to level up to 
our average. But we’re not 
seeing that. 

Chief marketing officer 
NMHC Top 50 apartment 

property manager, East Coast 
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3) VP of leasing/marketing for a multifamily property ownership and management firm with 40 properties in 18 states 

Apartments.com remains a consistent source of quality leads and high conversion. CoStar’s service package and track 
record make it difficult to build a case for using other providers to any great degree. The company’s aggressive brand-
building work for the site has paid dividends in heavy and growing traffic to Apartments.com, meaning it is at least the 
first stop for many would-be renters. That is the metric that matters. Apartments.com will be dominant, but also will be 
pushed by competitors to continually improve. 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for 2017 and 2018 
 “We’re doing our budgets now, and in all likelihood we’ll increase our use. And we’ll reallocate spending to them 

from other sources. But I can’t quantify it at this point.” 
 “Apartments.com is good at identifying market ups and downs, and any time there’s more supply than demand, 

everyone is affected. But all markets seem to be still holding their own now. With our personal relationship we’ve 
built with them, we talk about the markets and they offer us options things we can try. They make good 
recommendations; it’s not just buy an ad and let it go. There’s a lot more strategy behind it.” 

 “If they can keep that up and keep their advertising in place and lead and dominate the market in the ILS space, I 
don’t know if anyone is positioned to do more to threaten them. The biggest one that could pose a threat in the long 
term is Zillow because they have the national brand recognition and their ads are well known.” 

 “Their research has value, and we use it with some of our portfolio. My marketing team loves its user-friendliness 
and the ability to slice-and-dice information for use in more advanced 
research projects, where before we’d need an analyst to figure it out. It’s a 
great product, to be able to take real-time information on the market and 
get it into the hands of our operations and marketing people.” 

 “We don’t have access to research that pertains to all of our properties, 
but we want it more across the board. Now it’s maybe 12 or 15 
properties.” 

Apartments.com’s Lead Flow 
 “Apartments.com offers the best return overall, but it’s bunched between 

Zillow and them on some properties. It was always a good source of leads, 
but they’ve improved and pulled from RentPath and others.” 

 “In all honesty, if [Apartments.com continues] to do marketing and ad 
spending like they’ve been doing, no one can touch them. The only one in 
my opinion is Zillow, but they have more to do in the area of promoting 
renting and not home ownership. But their advertising has made an 
impact, and they’re now front and center at booths at industry conferences 
and shows.” 

 “We base where we advertise on performance, and when Apartments.com 
did their Super Bowl ad this year, there was an 83% increase in traffic the 
week after, across the board, from Apartments.com. That’s not small, and 
it’s not a fluke. It was their advertising.” 

 “What they’re doing is masterful, and they’re putting their money where 
their mouth is. The powers that be there and what everyone calls the mad 
scientists at their company are helping it get bigger and better all the time.” 

Apartment Rental Website Market 
 “We have more properties on Apartments.com than any other, but we do use others such as RentPath and Zillow and 

other local sites in some markets. As far as the national big three, those are the ones.” 
 “You can’t hold everyone to the same standard, so we look at a lot of performance indicators and make our 

decisions on who to work with based on those. We’re looking for high-quality sites based on our benchmarks.” 
 “It’s how many leads you get, but I’d rather have 20 that I can close on eight of than 50 that only close two. That’s 

the difference between CoStar and the other big ones. They have more quality leads whereas the second tier is going 
for quantity.” 

 “An offsite call center that responds to email, phone and chat-room inquiries enables us to have strong data showing 
what’s working and what’s not, and we look at variables in that, such as performance based on move-ins, cost-per-
lease and visits to the property.” 

If [Apartments.com continues] 
to do marketing and ad 
spending like they’ve been 
doing, no one can touch them. 
The only one in my opinion is 
Zillow, but they have more to 
do in the area of promoting 
renting and not home 
ownership. But their advertising 
has made an impact, and 
they’re now front and center at 
booths at industry conferences 
and shows. 

VP of leasing and marketing 
Multifamily property ownership 

and management firm 
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 “There are a lot of other providers like Zumper, Apartment List and some local ones, but we go by the theory that you 
don’t have to be everywhere because you know how much traffic you need.” 

 “Since we’re using a call center and I have to pay for every card I get, if one ILS brings me 60 that aren’t usable, 
some might say you’re risking nothing because it’s free; no, it’s not.” 

 “We see new stuff all the time, but it’s hard in that space. It’s about being where the customers are, and the small 
tier players, it’s hard for them to compete.” 

 “We know customers are shopping multiple sites, and they may run across these smaller sites, but they rarely get to 
them first. The first connection is often Apartments.com or Zillow largely because of the ads they run, and then it’s 
RentPath and Apartment List.” 

 “Apartments.com has set up their site to respond to how customers want to search. They know they search by 
location and then drill down to information like schools. Apartments.com has built its site to be very searchable, and 
that’s huge.” 

 “They’re spending more on advertising and the message that renting is cool. They’ve done an amazing job not just 
for their customers but also for the industry by bringing more awareness to renting.” 

 “Their ad campaign has paid off. There’s been a huge increase in traffic to their site since they’ve rolled out their ad 
campaign, and I’m reaping the benefits of it.” 

 “Their only weakness is that toward the beginning, but less now, they had a tendency to think that the multifamily 
industry wasn’t as sharp as it really was. Our industry, like many others, is relationship-based, and when they send a 
CoStar researcher into the advertising space with the Apartments.com person who wants to try to talk over the head 
of the property manager, that hurts them. It rubbed some people the wrong way and came across as condescending, 
but they’ve learned their lesson.” 

 
 

4) Digital marketing manager for a Midwest multifamily owner/manager with 21 properties comprising 4,700 units 

An established relationship with Apartments.com and other ILS companies was effectively ended during the last few 
years. In its place, a more tech-savvy staff convinced the company to successfully pursue alternative online lead-
generation strategies that deliver a better ROI and maintain a high occupancy rate. Apartments.com and similar 
companies have a firm grip on the lead-generation market because many multifamily operators continue to derive 
benefits from outsourcing the task. However, the growing ease with which companies can craft and tailor their own 
occupancy management solutions could spell increasing trouble for ILSs down the road. 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for 2017 and 2018 
 “They still give us a page that we control, and so we have a relationship with them but we just make sure the 

information is correct. We’re not paying anything to them though. And we also have some communities on Apartment 
Guide because they have the best quality.” 

 “Some properties with a bigger marketing budget are on them, and we have an executive board that wants us to be 
able to show we can turn them all off eventually.” 

 “Generally speaking, I think their messaging is mixed in terms of its effectiveness. I see more people making fun of 
their advertising, and I know more people who’ve cut out Apartments.com than added it in the last three years.” 

 “With so many of the big ILS players telling you, ‘You need to do this and get all of these leads,’ a majority of the big 
management companies are still building this spend into their budgets and saying, ‘Well, we have to be on all of 
these places because we have total number of leads we have to hit.’” 

 “The inflection point will be when companies start to hear about what companies like us are doing to build 
something on their own; that’s when we’ll see ILSs start to spin out some different products. I’d guess these 
apartment web portals are feeling extremely exposed right now as they try to defend what they built five, six, seven 
years ago.” 

 “The big boys are doubling down on trying to protect their market share because that’s the only way they can stay on 
top.” 

 “Their prospects are good because they put a lot of money behind the Apartments.com marketing machine. But even 
though they’re the biggest, I’d consider Apartment Guide better than them at this point.” 

 “With the sheer volume of the advertising they’ve done over the last 18 months, I’d hope their client roster would be 
increasing, because they were absolutely everywhere and every day.” 
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Apartments.com’s Lead Flow 
 “They’re all equally bad in my opinion. Apartment Guide, for us, is and was the best as far as converting prospects to 

leases. Apartments.com is not as bad as Apartment List and not as good as Zillow.” 
 “We got something from CoStar, a pretty expensive direct mailer about two weeks ago, trying to show the value of 

their marketing research and their lead generation services together.” 
 “We have another service that we utilize for market research, and short of Apartments.com proving to our business 

development group that they’re better, there’s 0% chance we’d invest in anything like that.” 
 “We’re bearish on them here, because we’re transitioning out of them because of what we can do at scale on our 

own incoming leads and the ability to close on them.” 
 “I don’t think there’s any chance of us going back. If you take managing your spending seriously and creating better 

processes than the mass-market ILS system overall it is beneficial. You can do more on your own than paying a flat 
fee to Apartments.com or pay-per-lead to someone like Zillow.” 

Apartment Rental Website Market 
 “Over the course of three years, we’ve mostly decommissioned Apartments.com, Apartment List and Zillow for all but 

two properties, and we have cut Apartment Guide spending by 70%, with the goal being that it goes away eventually 
too.” 

 “The value we were getting from the few leads that converted from ILS 
providers wasn’t worth the cost when we could invest in more campaigns 
on Facebook and Google AdWords and follow up on those ourselves.” 

 “We’ve transitioned 70% of the money we were spending in the ILS space 
to Facebook, Google and other similar networks, and between those and 
retargeting and the email marketing stuff we created, we have more than 
enough leads now.” 

 “We’re at 97% occupancy now, and we have more leads that we can 
efficiently follow up on. So I don’t think I need to pay another $400 a 
month or whatever for another 25 good leads.” 

 “For about a third of the cost of what I can do with an ILS, I can do with 
AdWords or Facebook or other direct inbound marketing campaigns, and 
increase conversions and save the company money.” 

 “More specialized lead tracking and lead conversion services are popping 
up. [The] 1990s vision of building one site that has all of this inventory and 
everyone goes to it is being attacked from lots of different angles.” 

 “It’s just as easy these days to get on Facebook and say, “I’m looking for an 
apartment in this area; does anyone know of one?’ Then they go to the website.” 

 “My circle of friends in the multifamily industry that, like me, are on the bleeding edge of technology are transitioning 
the communities they manage to less ILS spending or no ILS spending.” 

 “The ILS attribution model is getting pretty antiquated because of the amount of actual data you can get now from 
inbound leads.” 

 
 
 
2) Apartments.com Competitors 
In the near term, Apartments.com likely will continue to leverage its position as the largest and most recognized ILS site and 
to use marketing and ad resources to convince multifamily operators that it offers the best overall package. It also will work 
around the edges to improve the visitor experience and address property owner concerns about the product, but competitors 
who are working harder to develop new models might be able to overtake the company. The ILS space is ripe for another 
round of disruption, and Apartments.com and others that were once innovators and visionaries are becoming more 
vulnerable. The primary threat comes from those focused on improving the user experience and who recognize that 
apartment listing sites are struggling to generate the kind of regular traffic and user loyalty that makes them a destination. 
 
 
 
 

Over the course of three years, 
we’ve mostly decommissioned 
Apartments.com, Apartment 
List and Zillow for all but two 
properties, and we have cut 
Apartment Guide spending by 
70%, with the goal being that it 
goes away eventually too. 

Digital marketing manager 
Multifamily property 

owner/manager, Midwest 
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Key Silo Findings 
Apartments.com’s Prospects for 2017 and 2018 

- This source thinks Apartments.com will continue to dominate the ILS space in the near term. 
- Long-term challenges will come from competitors improving the user experience. 

Apartments.com’s Lead Flow 
- Apartments.com advertising and marketing have been driving traffic and leads, but lack of attention to the user 

experience makes the site vulnerable. 
Apartment Rental Website Market 

- Zillow, Rainmaker Group Ventures LLC’s Rent Jungle, Apartment List and RealPage’s MyNewPlace are strong 
competitors. 

- Google and Craigslist were also mentioned. 
 
 

1) General manager of a rental housing search engine/listing aggregator 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for 2017 and 2018 
 “It’s entirely possible that Apartments.com will have some amount of more growth. I don’t see any trend information 

on the amount of traffic they’re getting and whether it’s changing in any significant way. But most likely they’re 
buying everything they’re doing.” 

 “Apartments.com is not focused on the experience to the same extent that sites like Rent Jungle, Apartment List and 
Zillow are. But if these companies can figure out a way to make it much better, the transition could happen fast, and 
it will look like it came out of nowhere. We’ll have a classic disruption story.” 

 “Zillow and [its] Trulia are positioned to do more, and if they were to take a 
similar path that would be interesting.” 

 “Apartment List and Zumper are two upstarts that may be poised to disrupt 
what Apartments.com has done so far.” 

 “[Apartments.com’s] pitch that they announce at all these industry events 
is how much money they’ve spent and will spend on marketing and 
advertising campaigns. That’s great if you want leads now, but you’re 
looking for where consumers will go to find apartments in the future, 
they’re going to be driven by user experience. But because the rental 
industry is such that an individual may only be interested once every 10 
months or so, focusing on improving that experience is difficult. Google 
focuses on the user experience, and their business is an example of one 
that gets better the more it gets used, so they can hold on to that space.” 

Apartments.com’s Lead Flow 
 “What Apartments.com is doing is figuring out that we offer this experience 

where people browse through listings, and any leads that are generated are 
sent to the property on a pay-per-lead or subscription model. And that as 
long as they’re delivering enough traffic they can keep pitching that they 
have this product that multifamily communities should buy.” 

 “Apartments.com is willing to spend a lot of money on marketing and sales 
and acquiring traffic. Another strength is that CoStar can position site 
advertising as a loss leader and make their profit on reselling data. The 
domain name is great, and for those who don’t know anything about the market that’s where you go.” 

 “I think Apartments.com is vulnerable. If I didn’t think so, I wouldn’t be in business.” 
 “They’re spending money on the wrong things and especially not enough on the user experience. … They’re spending 

a fair amount on things like virtual walk-throughs. From my experience, I suspect that will turn out to be a colossal 
waste of money. They need to think more out of the box in terms of how they can really help people find their next 
apartment, rather than incrementally improving the search features they have now.” 

 “At a site like ApartmentList.com, for example, the process of searching for an apartment, while not dramatically or 
revolutionary different, the experience of finding a new place to live is different [from Apartments.com].” 

 

Apartments.com is willing to 
spend a lot of money on 
marketing and sales and 
acquiring traffic. Another 
strength is that CoStar can 
position site advertising as a 
loss leader and make their 
profit on reselling data. The 
domain name is great, and for 
those who don’t know anything 
about the market that’s where 
you go. 

General manager 
Rental housing search engine/ 

listing aggregator 

https://www.rentjungle.com/
http://www.mynewplace.com/
https://sfbay.craigslist.org/search/hhh
https://www.trulia.com/about/
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Apartment Rental Website Market 
 “Our view is that smaller competitors and more scrappy startups offer something different from Apartments.com.” 
 “Apartments.com is spending the most money, and if you look at the top search results for Google, they get a fair 

number of top 10 positions.” 
 “Zillow has better visibility from a consumer mindset because they have the added experience of addressing the 

home ownership market.” 
 “In addition to Zillow, Trulia and some others, I think the elephant in the room for them is Craigslist. None have 

figured out how to steal a fair amount of Apartments.com’s traffic, but I think that there’s still opportunity to here, 
and that technology and user experience will be differentiators.” 

 “What I see Apartments.com doing is spending a lot of money on brand advertising and direct-to-consumer click 
buying, in addition to focusing on boutique experiences they’re expected to replicate such as virtual walk-throughs 
with 3D models.” 

 “They’re spending a lot of time, money and effort on advertising to apartment communities that are more 
unsophisticated and not as tech-savvy, and trying to convince them that they’re the place to be because they use all 
of these things. But in our view, that’s not how you improve the user experience.” 

 “A large part of their business model is also selling the data they produce. But the customers that we talk to are 
usually interested in data or advertising, not both. But they’re often being strong-armed into buying those together 
because they’re told they can’t do only one.” 

 “We’ve had discussions with several potential customers, and when we bring up Apartments.com, they’ll say, ‘Sure, 
anything, as long as I can get away from CoStar.” 

 “My perception is that many people are not big fans of CoStar, and that translates to Apartments.com.” 
 “Apartments.com is using marketing as a differentiator. They’ll spend a ton of money on something that’s fleeting, so 

the rest of us will be there to eat their lunch at some point.” 
 “The model on how to do this may be the pay-per-lease model.” 
 “Over the next year, there’s a good chance that RealPage, which owns MyNewPlace.com, will become a more 

dominant player. They’re acquiring the assets of Rainmaker Group, which owns Rent Jungle, and they have a lot of 
market data that could put them in the position of doubling their ILS audience and consolidating their multifamily 
industry solutions.” 

 “Another new emerging site that I’m an advisor for, Ikos is positioning itself to be the Airbnb of the sub–50-unit 
rental property space. They could contribute to further disrupt the businesses of Apartments.com and others, but 
they’re not targeting big multifamily operators.” 

 
 
 
3) Industry Specialists 
These two multifamily housing industry specialists—an advertising executive and a consultant—expect the ILS industry and 
Apartments.com to experience steady revenue throughout 2017 and for the market to see no significant changes in the short 
term. However, in the next three to five years, the industry will slowly shift away from depending heavily on ILSs and toward 
more use of Google AdWords, Facebook and Instagram. The source representing multifamily advertising said these sites are 
experiencing 50% to 60% spending growth at his agency year to year as apartment owners and managers adjust their ad 
budgets. Driving the shift is the change in consumer searching habits to “near me” type searches and the lower cost per lead. 
ILS leads can be two to three times as expensive as ads generated from AdWords. For now, lead quality and quantity still 
favor the ILS sites. The consultant source highlighted Zillow’s strong name recognition, impressive growth in lead generation 
and its lower cost per lead. He said it will have a runway for rate hikes in the next several years. He also suggested that 
emerging technology like AI, AR, chatbots and machine learning could become a threat to traditional ILS. Wayblazer, a travel 
website, has incorporated the use of free speech recognition and AI and could be a model for future ILSs. 
 
 
Key Silo Findings 
Apartments.com’s Prospects for 2017 and 2018 

- Both said Apartments.com will continue in its leading position for the near term. 
- Both said the market is slowing shifting over the next 3 to 5 years to less use of ILS and more of Google AdWords, 

Facebook and Instagram. 

https://www.housingwire.com/articles/40466-realpage-expanding-again-acquires-american-utility-management
http://www.meetikos.com/
http://www.localseoguide.com/near-local-seo-ranking-factors/
https://www.wayblazer.ai/
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Apartments.com’s Lead Flow 
- Both said higher-quality leads are generated by ILSs but at a significantly higher cost than Google and Facebook. 

Apartment Rental Website Market 
- Lower lead cost and consumers changing their search methods favors Google AdWords, Facebook and Instagram 

and will challenge the traditional ILS and Apartments.com over the next 3 to 5 years. 
- 1 said Zillow is well positioned because of strong name recognition and lower cost leads than Apartments.com. 
- 1 said emerging technology, including AI, AR, chatbots and machine learning, will threaten traditional ILS. 

o Wayblazer is a company to watch in this space. 
 
 

1) Joshua Swanson, CEO of multifamily creative agency GoToMyApartment 

Apartments.com revenue will be steady from its large owner/developer client base through the second half of 2017. Still, 
that revenue will be under threat starting as early as next year. Spending by large and midsized multifamily apartment 
developers on Google’s AdWords and on Facebook continues to accelerate. This trend, together with a shift in the way 
consumers search for apartments, points to strong headwinds for the big three ILSs. 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for 2017 and 2018 
 “It will be business as usual for another year or so [for the ILSs, including Apartments.com] because the industry 

tends to be behind in the way that it looks at how it markets itself. But I strongly believe they’re going to see a 
decline in search traffic for those looking to move locally.” 

 “[The shift in consumer search behavior] is starting now. But if I’m looking from the perspective of the apartment 
owner, I’m going to continue to subscribe to Apartments.com. [The developers] have very little creativity when it 
comes to marketing. They just check a box, and right now Apartments.com 
is that box.” 

 “But as soon as people realize—the ones that own buildings—that consumer 
behavior is shifting in the way they look for apartments, things like the ‘near 
me’ feature on Google, they’re going to panic and start realizing they need 
to spend more money on Google ads and Facebook ads and less money on 
ILSs.” 

 “I don’t know about [my clients’] spend specifically on Apartments.com, but 
I do know their spend on Google and Google AdWords, and every year it 
almost doubles.” 

 “My current client list continues to grow. The bulk of my large developer 
clients are spending more and more dollars on Google AdWords. I just 
signed a huge deal with a student housing company in Texas, for example. 
They’ve already set budgets through August of next year, to spend 
hundreds of thousands of dollars on Google AdWords.” 

 “I know that [developers] have to be taking that number from somewhere else, because rents aren’t growing that 
fast.” 

Apartments.com’s Lead Flow 
 “Cost per lease and cost per lead are the two key factors [considered by my clients].” 
 “It’s very hard to track cost per lease all the way through because there’s so many different management companies 

and software platforms out there, and the tracking in our industry is deplorable because [the leading apartment data 
analytics companies] try to keep their data proprietary.” 

 “But the cost per lead is something that’s very trackable. The cost per lead on an ILS is sometimes two and three 
times more expensive than cost per lead on an AdWords ad or on a Facebook ad.” 

 “The Facebook ads are some of the cheapest cost per leads, but we’re seeing very low quality on those leads.” 
 “We’re seeing decent quality on AdWords ads—anywhere from $30 to $50 per lead. And then on ILSs sometimes 

we’re seeing two or three times that—to $80 to $160 per lead. But [the developers] are still putting their dollars 
behind that because they think that that lead is worth more, because you have specific intentions behind your action 
when you’re on Apartments.com, when you’re looking for apartments, vs. Google, which could just be a generic 
search for anything.” 

I don’t know about [my clients’] 
spend specifically on 
Apartments.com, but I do know 
their spend on Google and 
Google AdWords, and every 
year it almost doubles. 

Joshua Swanson, CEO 
GoToMyApartment 

https://www.gtma.agency/team/joshua-swanson/
https://www.gtma.agency/
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 “The spend that we do for clients is shifting more to AdWords. The spend we do for clients on Facebook and 
Instagram has also doubled year over year. And our business has not doubled year over year. We’re up about 56% as 
a company, so if you factor that in, we’re seeing about a 50% to 60% growth in spend on Facebook and AdWords.” 

 “Apartments.com is doing the same thing that my developer clients are doing: They’re … spending more money on 
[Google] AdWords themselves. They’re increasing the amount of money they spend on AdWords every year, to try and 
drive traffic to their site vs. the individual apartment communities.” 

 “[Apartments.com] is increasing their spend enormously to try to stay relevant. I see that as meaning that their profit 
margins could be hindered.” 

 “I know that [all the ILSs] are feeling the threat [of shifting consumer behaviors] because they’re all getting into 
creative services. ForRent, for instance, are getting into services where they’re providing websites, and they’re 
managing AdWords for you and they’re managing Facebook for you.” 

 “Over the last three years, we’ve seen a trend and we launched a new product … and about a year later the big boys 
launched the same product. All kinds of creative services. ForRent is even doing video. Apartments.com will take the 
photos for you, will do aerial video packages for you.” 

 “The fact that [the large developers] are launching creative packages like that shows that they realize that their 
business model is in jeopardy, so they’re trying to launch additional products and services and trying to leverage the 
relationships they have inside of this niche multifamily industry to continue to grow their revenue.” 

Apartment Rental Website Market 
 “Most of our client base [comprises] midsize to large [owner developers]. I think it’s going to be business as usual 

[for the rest of 2017 in terms of Apartments.com revenue]. The developers have it as part of their marketing 
mindset.” 

 “But [beyond this year] all of the ILSs are under serious threat.” 
 “Just this morning, I was reading an article about Google’s ‘near me’ feature, which says ‘near me’ searches have 

quadrupled in the last two years, and that searches using things like ZIP codes have declined by 30%.” 
 “I see it as a shift in consumer search behavior. I don’t think that people are going to be going to ILSs in the next 

three to five years nearly as much as they will be going to places like Google and places like social networks.” 
 “They’re going to go to the location where they want to live, they’re going to pop open their phone and type in 

‘apartments near me.’ And whatever apartment building has really good reviews on Google, has a large quantity of 
reviews, has really good photographs and maybe even an apartment building where one of their friends lives—
because Google will be able to identify that based off of their social profile—those will pop up, and that’s who they’ll 
call directly.” 

 “Apartments.com will stay relevant for people who are relocating, for example. … But even then, people are going to 
Google Maps, they’re looking at a satellite view and seeing what is around the neighborhood.” 

 “Millennials care more about experiences than they do the insides of their apartments. They care more about what 
they can stumble across outside the front door vs. how big are the cabinets or whether there are walk-in closets.” 

 “Apartments.com provides you with traditional apartment-related information, such as size of unit, price, features 
like amenities. Whereas Google and social networks tell a story about the surrounding neighborhood—and that is 
where, in my opinion, everything is going.” 

 “[The other major sites my clients use are] ForRent.com; ApartmentList.com. They’re the big three.” 
 
 

2) Principal at a multifamily housing industry consultancy 

Apartments.com should continue to thrive for now, though that will depend on the apartment market’s growth. The real 
worry is that an entirely new search technology could sneak up on the ILS industry. For all of their longevity, track record 
and stature in the ILS marketplace, Apartments.com and its competitors cannot truly be characterized as dominant 
today. Even as Google’s influence grows, online search is becoming more commoditized. Multifamily companies have to 
engage with multiple vendors in the ILS space. As an established name, Apartments.com is one that almost cannot be 
avoided, but its leads are pricey and it has a reputation for being arrogant. 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for 2017 and 2018 
 “They’ll continue to perform the way they have. I’m not aware of any trend that would put them in a position to do 

better. All marketing channels are facing headwinds in the long run, and everyone has to run faster just to stay in 
place. There’s a constant bifurcation of channels, just like there is in television, and more and more people are 

https://www.forrent.com/solutions/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/local-search-mobile-search-micro-moments/
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competing for the same eyeballs. When I think of threats, it’s pretty much to the ILS category, not to individual 
companies especially.” 

 “Between data and a noteworthy amount of traffic that they generate, operators kind of don’t have a choice whether 
to use them. Most are not at a point where they can’t just drop them, but I have seen some clients putting more 
energy into choosing which package to buy. And some take selected properties off them if they’re not generating 
enough leads.” 

 “Zillow is driving the lowest cost per lead. They charge comparatively little because when they came into the market 
they were uncertain. But they’ve increased their results, and as best I can tell and infer, they know they’re 
undercharging. But they have a multi-year plan to jack up rates. There’s some built-in revenue growth ahead for 
them, and anyone trying to leave them would be cutting off their nose to spite their face because they’d still be lower 
than Apartments.com and some others.” 

 “Zillow’s advantage is that they’ve got more name recognition than any other ILS by a long shot, and their growth in 
the number of leads they’re generating has been impressive. At the rate that they’re raising their rates, they probably 
have a four-year run where they can raise rates and not run into trouble. Customers may hate the increases but they 
won’t cancel.” 

 “RentPath is on the market. It’s not a secret. They sold half of their business a couple of years ago, and if Zillow or 
CoStar were willing to pay enough, RentPath would sell in a minute.” 

Apartments.com’s Lead Flow 
 “Apartments.com drives a lot of volume and enough leads to justify working with them. A weakness is that they’re 

the highest cost per lead, and they don’t seem to be too worried about that. People work with them because they 
have to, not because they want to.” 

 “Being the highest cost provider in the category isn’t necessarily a weakness. And the strength is that ILSs as a 
whole are still cheaper than pay-per-click or display ads.” 

 “What’s hilarious about Apartments.com’s pitch is that they come in and try 
to position themselves against the competition like they’re in a source 
selection competition to win or lose. The reality is that any large operator 
will make multiple purchases because they need to put those honey pots 
out. They’d be wise to quit trying to win by taking business away and 
instead focus on how to deliver quantity and quality of leads.” 

 “The threat to Apartments.com is not another ILS, it’s that ILSs are no 
longer the primary way people find things. There’s no dominant ILS. If 
anyone is dominant, it’s Google.” 

 “Operators these days have to work with close to about everyone, and that 
even includes local experts in big markets such as [Zillow’s] StreetEasy in 
New York City and [CoStar’s] Westside[Rentals] in LA. They’re good locally.” 

Apartment Rental Website Market 
 “The industry is very slow-moving and somewhat technologically backwards 

compared to hospitality and travel, but there’s no overriding tech trend in 
2017.” 

 “The reality is that we’re past peak rental growth. We’ve had a record bull run in apartment rental growth, but we’re 
past it and it’s not going to return any time soon.” 

 “I’m intrigued about things like artificial intelligence, chatbots, augmented reality and machine learning. They could 
have a material effect on the consumer experience.” 

 “Some kind of artificial intelligence–enabled solution or interface that’s different from Google search might be 
developed that could enable someone smaller than Apartments.com and the like to leapfrog them.” 

 “Pay attention to what Wayblazer is doing in the market. They have an ability to understand free text requests and 
use an artificial intelligence engine to recognize the meaning and provide search results. They’re doing things in the 
hotel and travel world now. You won’t see our industry on the leading edge of that kind of stuff, but if Wayblazer is as 
successful as it claims to be, it will be very interesting to see how it may come over and change the nature of 
search.” 

 “ILS searching is inauthentic. To maximize revenue, ILSs charge for placement. It’s all pay-per-click. But that’s not a 
true threat to the model because the consumer sort of gets it. If they want something authentic, they can go to Yelp 
[Inc./YELP] or ApartmentRatings.com [owned by KKR & Co. LP’s (KKR) Internet Brands]. But all the ILSs are that way, 
and they’re all doing well and driving revenue for their customers and getting a lot of hits and leads for them.” 

They’ll continue to perform the 
way they have. I’m not aware of 
any trend that would put them 
in a position to do better. All 
marketing channels are facing 
headwinds in the long run, and 
everyone has to run faster just 
to stay in place. 

Principal 
Multifamily housing industry 

consultancy 

http://streeteasy.com/
https://www.westsiderentals.com/
https://www.yelp.com/sf
https://www.yelp.com/sf
https://www.apartmentratings.com/about/
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 “Search is now an SEO, PPC game. The big guys like Apartments.com try to build out their sites with content, maybe 
try to push some video, but it’s all the same kind of stuff that’s been around for a decade. And the bottom-line user 
experience is not much different than it was.” 

 “You can put pretty pictures on the page and select filters and build polygons, and that’s all great for marketing. All of 
the competitors are continuing to push the bar to make the search experience better and more useful and 
meaningful. But at the end of the day it’s still online classified searching.” 

 “There’s no single industry other than selling cars or vacations where the prospect puts so much energy into finding 
us as they do here. We don’t have to create demand. Someone needs a place to live, and all we need to do is put the 
honey pots out there.” 

 “Too many people in the industry buy from multiple ILS sources for there to be a dominant provider. It’s not a winner-
take-all or even take-most. I’d say Apartments.com, RentPath and Zillow are pretty much neck-and-neck, with Zillow 
being the real up-and-comer.” 

 “A big criticism of Apartments.com—and it relates to the fact that CoStar is tolerated by the industry because they 
have no choice—is that it’s hard to use their data. They lock it down. I think that if they thought they had a choice, 
many people would tell them to go pound sand.” 

 “It’s clear that RentPath and CoStar are in a battle for hearts and minds on industry data and research. CoStar has 
been leveraging their data to get nonusers of Apartments.com to use it. It’s an advantage to CoStar. Does CoStar’s 
ability to bundle data with Apartments.com create stickiness? Yes. But is RentPath ‘unsticky’? No. And it shouldn’t 
matter to Apartments.com that people are using RentPath.” 

 “CoStar’s market data is good quality, but others have it too. The fact is that most people buy from at least two or 
maybe three or four different sources. That’s unlike the travel and hotel industries where you basically have one 
company. There’s no one single source of actual truth, the way there is with Smith Travel [Research, now STR Inc.] 
for instance.” 

 
 

Secondary Sources 
These three secondary sources focused on apartment hunters’ use of both the internet and national ILSs, CoStar’s current 
litigation with a competitor, and Apartments.com’s award-winning #MovinOnUp ad campaign. 
 
 
Aug. 23 Rental Housing Journal article 

The National Renters Index survey indicated that 59% of renters use online research to find rental property and that 65% 
used a national ILS like Apartments.com. 

 “The survey by Village Green, called the National Renters Index, involved 1,000 respondents in seven markets 
across the country.” 

 “In looking for properties, 59 percent of renters said in the survey they research online before visiting a potential 
rental property and 65 percent used nationally-known renting websites, such as apartments.com.” 

 
Aug. 21 The Real Deal article 

CoStar and Xceligent are locked in an intellectual property case for which CoStar has committed $20 million to win and 
“bury” its competitor. 

 “CoStar Group filed a motion last week asking a federal judge to dismiss rival data company Xceligent’s antitrust 
lawsuit.” 

 “The Washington, D.C.-based firm filed a 27-page motion in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Missouri 
arguing that Xceligent did not make an adequate case for a court judgment, Bisnow reported.” 

 “‘Xceligent’s antitrust claims should be dismissed because Xceligent fails to plead facts sufficient to allege that 
CoStar blocks brokers from doing business with, or providing updates to, Xceligent,’ the motion read.” 

 “On Monday, Xceligent filed a motion for judgement on a lawsuit the famously litigious CoStar filed in December, 
claiming Xceligent stole and resold CoStar’s proprietary content ‘on an industrial scale.’” 

 “CoStar had pledged to spend up to $20 million on the lawsuit to bury its smaller rival.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/STR,_Inc
http://rentalhousingjournal.com/articles/2017/08/23/top-3-criteria-renters-use-evaluate-property
https://therealdeal.com/2017/08/21/costar-asks-federal-court-to-dismiss-xceligent-lawsuit/
https://www.xceligent.com/
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CoStar Group Inc.’s Apartments.com 

 “In response to the intellectual property case, Xceligent filed a 139-page counterclaim accusing CoStar of violating 
federal antitrust laws by preventing users from sharing data with competitors” 

 “The Missouri-based company is attempting to expand into CoStar’s biggest market: New York City. In May, it 
reached a deal to integrate its platform with leasing comp database CompStak.” 

 
8th Annual Shorty Awards 

Apartments.com received the Shorty Awards Silver Distinction in Influencer & Celebrity Campaign for its #MovinOnUp ad 
campaign. 

 “Our #MovinOnUp campaign ended up a smashing success. The full spot now has over 15 million video views on 
social media, and the teasers have a combined 11 million video views. Apartments.com’s social content delivered 
74 million impressions and over 8 million engagements from 1/27 to 2/8.” 

 
 
 

Additional research by Emily Carr and Tom Zind. 
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http://shortyawards.com/8th/apartmentscom-movinonup
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